
AGA Six-Four in White.

BRITAIN

MADE IN
GREAT
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Three ovens 2 x fan and a simmering oven

Hob Ceramic hob with six cooking plates / six 

burner gas hob

Size 98.4cm  / 984mm

Separate ceramic electric grill

AGA Six-Four

COLOURS (SEE PAGE 30)

DUCK EGG BLUE DARK BLUE PISTACHIO

HEATHER

WHITE BLACK PEWTER PEARL ASHES

CREAM

AUBERGINE

A A Energy Rating

The AGA Six-Four is everything you would expect from 

AGA. It o� ers solidity, design presence and superb 

attention to detail. Owning a Six-Four o� ers enormous 

fl exibility. It’s fast, powerful and easy to control and it 

works brilliantly whether you’re whipping up an after-

work snack or cooking for crowds.

AGA 
SIX-FOUR

A CONVENTIONAL 
RANGE COOKER 
WITH CLASSIC AGA 
STYLING.
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Electric Simmering Oven 
This oven (40L) is ideal for simmering, slow 
cooking casseroles and drying meringues on 
a low heat (70-120OC).
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Electric Fan Ovens  
Two fan ovens (36L), one of which is 
programmable, that reach and maintain the 
desired temperature rapidly. These ovens 
maintain an even temperature, perfect for 
cooking several dishes at once.

Ceramic Electric Grill  
A separate ceramic grill, ready to cook in 
seconds. Carefully designed to eliminate cold 
spots for even cooking.

Vitreous Enamel Finish 
This model boasts a gleaming vitreous 
enamel finish that takes three days to 
achieve at our factory in Shropshire.
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Gas or induction hob 

There are six powerful gas burners on the Six-Four, including a 5kW burner which is one of the 
most powerful on the market. The ceramic hob features six cooking plates, including two which 
have dual elements, which means you can extend the cooking zone for a larger heated space.
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4.5kW

1.75kW 3kW

1.75kW

5kW

3kW

AGA Six-Four Gas

1.1kW 1.4kW

0.70kW (inner ring only)
2.0kW 1.1kW 1.4kW

AGA Six-Four Ceramic

0.70kW (inner ring only)
2.0kW

Small glass splashback
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